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1. Introduction

Using Stalling's characterization [11] of finitely generated (f. g.) groups with
infinitely many ends, and subgroup theorems for generalized free products and
HNN groups (see [9], [5], and [7]), we give (in Theorem 1) a n.a.s.c. for a f.g.
group to be a finite extension of a free group. Specifically (using the terminology
and notation of [5]), a f.g. group G is a finite extension of a free group if and
only if G is an HNN group

(1) (tu-,tn,K; rel K, t.L.t;1 = Mu-,tnLnt;1 = Mn>,

where K is a tree product of a finite number of finite groups (the vertices of K),
and each (associated) subgroup Lh M, is a subgroup of a vertex of K.

[We recall the definition of a tree product: Let {̂ 4,} be a collection of groups
pictured as vertices of a tree, and with each edge connecting At to Aj let there be
given a pair of isomorphic subgroups Utj and Ujt of At and Ap respectively, and
an isomorphism <f>ti between them. Then the group whose presentation is obtained
by using all the generators of the {At} as generators, and by using all the defining
relators of the {̂ 4,} together with relators amalgamating Uy and Ujt according to
<j)ij as defining relators, is called the tree product of the {At} with subgroups C7y

and Uji amalgamated under <£y.]
Stallings [12] independently obtained the special case where the commutator

subgroup G' of G is of finite index (f.i.) in G (this is equivalent to saying that
there are no tt). Moreover, [12] contains a formula which we use to derive (in
Theorem 2) a generalized Schreier rank formula. Specifically, let G be as in (1),
and let H be a free subgroup of G of rank r and index /. Then

+...+ - f + J-+...+JL_JL
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where ft is the order of Lt, p + 1 is the number of vertices of K, and eh Vj range
over the orders of the edges (amalgamated subgroups) and vertices respectively,
of the tree product K.

Theorem 1 allows us to determine (see Theorem 3) all groups with non-trivial
center Z which are infinite cyclic extensions of a f.g. free group: Any such group G
is an HNN group whose base is a tree product of infinite cyclic groups and whose
associated subgroups are contained in vertices of the base. If further G'Z is of f.i.
in G, then G is simply a tree product of infinite cyclic groups or free abelian of
rank two.

In [10], the last result is used to determine the structure of one-relator groups
with non-trivial center. The result also shows that knot groups with non-trivial
center are tree products of infinite cyclic groups; but thus far we do not see how
to obtain from this the characterization in [1], namely, that such knot groups are
tree products with merely two infinite cyclic factors, i.e., groups of the type

2. Finite extensions of free groups

THEOREM 1. Let G be a f.g. group. Then G is a finite extension of a free
group H if and only if G is an HNN group of the form (1).

PROOF. We use induction on the rank (the minimum number of generators)
of H. If H has rank zero then G is finite. If H has rank one, then G has two ends
(see, e.g., [2]). Thus by [11] either G = (A * B; F) where F is finite and of index
two in both A and B, or G = <f,F; tFt~l — Fy where F is finite. Hence, G is of
the form (1) when H has rank zero or one.

Assume H has rank greater than one. Then H has infinitely many ends, and
so too does G. Thus by [11] either

(3) G = (A * B; F)

where F is finite and A •£ F # B, or

(4) G = (t,K; rel K, tFr1 = <j>(F)}

where F is finite and 4> maps F isomorphically onto 4>{F) s K.
Now first suppose (3) holds. If A and B are finite the conclusion follows.

Assume A is infinite. Then since H has trivial intersection with the conjugates of
F in G, by the subgroup theorem of [5] or [9], H = (H O A) * (H n B) * •••.
Moreover, since H is of finite index in G and A is of infinite index in G, H (~\ A # H.
Moreover, H r\ A # {1}; for otherwise A s AH jH c GjH, contrary to A
being infinite. Thus rank (H n A), rank (H n B) < rank H. Therefore A, B are
finitely generated finite extensions of the free groups H r> A, H n B, respectively,
each of which has rank less than that of H, and so the inductive hypothesis
applies. Thus
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A = O i . - . ^ X ; rel X,-,/ ,LA"1 = M,,->
and

B = <si, •..,*„,#; rel Nr-.SjPjsJ1 = e , , - > ,

where K, N are tree products of finite groups and L;, Mf are in vertices of .K and
Pj, g; are in vertices of N. Since F is finite, F is contained in a conjugate aKa ~1

and a conjugate bNb'1, where ae.4 and fceB. Therefore since aAa~l = /I,
bBb~l = 5, we may assume F is in K and in JV. Moreover, F is contained in
some vertex of a conjugate kKk~l and a conjugate nNn'1 where fceK, neJV.
Hence (/I * B; F) is an HNN group with free part

and whose base is the tree product of the vertices of kKk~l and nNn~l, with
the vertices of kKk'1 joined as previously, the vertices of nNn'1 joined as
previously, and the vertex of kKk~l and of nNn'1 which contain F joined by an
edge representing F. The associated subgroups are kLik~l, kMjk'1, nFyj"1, and
nQjti~l. Thus G has the desired form if (3) holds.

Next suppose (4) holds. If K is finite the conclusion follows. Assume K is
infinite. Since H is of finite index in G and K is of infinite index in G, it follows
that 1 j£ K n H 7̂  H. Moreover, since H intersects the conjugates of F in G
trivially, by the subgroup theorem of [7], H = (H O K) * •••. Therefore rank
(H n K) < rank (//) and the inductive hypothesis applies to K. Thus

K = < S l , -,sv,N; re l N, -,sJPJsj~1 = QJt •••>

where JV is a tree product of finite groups. Since F is of finite order, F is contained
in some conjugate kNk'1 where keK; moreover, since kNk'1 is a tree product,
F is contained in some vertex of the tree product (knk'1) (feiVfc"1) (kn~lk~1)
— knNn~lk~x where neN. Hence

G = <t,knKn-lk-1; rel(kriKn'1 Ar1), tFr1 = <f>(F)}

where F is in a vertex of the HNN group ktiKn'1^1. Since (j>(F) is also finite,
(j>(F) is in some vertex of the tree product base of the HNN group klknKn~1k~1ki 1

where kteK. Hence

is an HNN group of the desired type.
Consequently, a f.g. finite extension of a free group has the form (1).
Conversely, suppose G has the form (1). We wish to show that G is a finite

extension of a free group. Clearly, to show this, it suffices to establish the following
Result: If A, B, K are f.g. finite extensions of free groups and F is a finite subgroup
of A, B, and K, then both (A * B; F) and (t,K; rel K, tFr1 = <£(F)> are finite
extensions of free groups (where <p is an isomorphism of F into K).
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For the first case see [4].
In the second case we consider a homomorphism with free kernel, of K onto

a finite group Kt. This homomorphism is an isomorphism on F and on <p(F);
let Ft be the image of F. The group

</ ,X i : re lX 1 ; tF^-1 = ftFjy

can be mapped homomorphically onto a finite group G* in such a way that on Kt

this homomorphism is an isomorphism (see, e.g., Theorem 2 of [6]). The composite
homomorphism is an isomorphism on F; therefore the kernel JV is a free product
of a free group and conjugates of JV n K. But JV n K is just the kernel of the
given homomorphism of K onto K1. Thus JV is again a free group of f.i. in G.

More generally, if G is an HNN group whose base is a tree product of arbi-
trarily many finite groups of uniformly bounded orders, and whose associated
subgroups are contained in vertices of the tree product base, then G is a finite
extension of a free group. We conjecture that the converse holds, i.e., every finite
extension of a free group is an HNN group of this form.

COROLLARY. If G is a f.g.finite extension of a free group and N is the sub-
group generated by the elements of finite order in G, then G jN is a free group.

PROOF. It is easy to see that JV is just the normal subgroup of G generated
by its tree product base when G is presented as an HNN group (1).

As an illustration of the corollary, we obtain a special case of a result in [3].
Let G be a one-relator group

G = {a,b,c,-;R"y

where R is not a true power in the free group D on a,b,c,---. Then G is a finite
extension of a free group if and only if R is primitive in D. This follows easily
since in this case GjN = {a, b,c, •••; i?>,and this last group is a free group if
and only if R is primitive in D.

The rank of a free subgroup of f.i. can be computed from its index by using
the following generalization of the Schreier rank formula.

THEOREM 2. Let G be as in (1) and let H be a free subgroup of rank r and
index j . Then the rank r of H is given by the formula in (2).

PROOF. Let C be a f.g. group and let D be a free subgroup of rank r and of
f.i.; in C. The the number x(Q, which Stallings [12] refers to as "Wall's rational
Euler characteristic" of C, is defined by the formula ^(C) = (1 — r)/j. Clearly,
if C is finite, /(C) is just the reciprocal of the order of C. Now /(C) is indepen-
dent of the particular free subgroup of finite index used. Moreover, in [12] it is
shown that i(A * B; F) = x(A) + x{B) - %{A n B), where F is finite and
X(A), x(B) are defined. Moreover, in [8] it is shown that
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,K; rel K, tFt~l =

where F is finite and x(K) is defined.
If we apply these formulas to the given group G, we obtain an expression for

X(G) = (1 — r) U in terms of the characteristics of the component groups, and the
generalized Schreier rank formula follows immediately.

3. Groups which are infinite cyclic extensions of free groups and
have a non-trivial center

LEMMA: Let G = n*(Aj\Ujk = Ukj) be a tree product of finitely many
finite cyclic groups A = {•••, Au •••} where \At\ = yt and UJk ^ Aj. Then G
has a presentation

(5) <-,a, ,-a, ,-;- ,«/ ' = l.-,ay =($>,:.>

where a( generates At, a*'"generates UJk, and aJk|ys, y,-/xjk = yklcckJ.

PROOF. We shall prove the lemma by induction on the maximal level of the
vertices of the tree product where we choose some fixed vertex to have level zero.

The lemma is obviously true for a tree product consisting of exactly one
vertex. Let G be a tree product in which the maximal level of its vertices is n + 1.
Let B consist of those vertices of level n + 1. Then A — B determines a tree
product H in which n is the maximal level of its vertices. Hence by our inductive
hypothesis H has a presentation (5), where AteA — B. Thus a presentation for G
is obtained by adjoining to the presentation (5) generators at for At e B, and the
corresponding relations a]'= 1, as well as relations •••,«*"«= aB

q"\---, for each
amalgamation of subgroups Upq and Uqp from vertices ApeA, AqeB where
a"/", a\«" generate Upq and Uqp respectively, and ocM | yp.

Define xqp = gcd(Pqp,yq). We know by Dirichlet's theorem that the arithmetic
sequence

<*(«) = £«,/««,+ (? , /««>

includes infinitely many primes. Choose n such that 5 = <5(n) is a prime that does
not divide yq. Now aq is a generator of Aq, since gcd(d,yq) = 1. Moreover,

Hence by replacing each generator aq of Aq e B by aq we obtain a tree product
with presentation of the form (5).

THEOREM 3. / / G is an infinite cyclic extension of a free group H of finite
rank and if G has a non-trivial center Z, then G is an HNN group whose base
is a tree product of infinite cyclic groups and whose associated subgroups are
contained in vertices. Specifically, G has a presentation
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<tu-,tn,-,ai,-,aJ,-;-,a
a/l'= af", • ••,*»«?"**' = a£,->

where each at generates a vertex of the tree, and for each tm there corresponds
associated subgroups generated by ae

p
m and a*™ respectively. Moreover, Z is in

the center of the tree product base, or G is free abelian of rank two.

PROOF: If H has rank zero, the result is trivial. If H has rank one, then
G = <a, b; aba'1 = be}, e = + 1, and again the result is obvious, where one
writes (a,b;aba~x = b'1} as (c,d;c2 ~ d2}.

Assume therefore that H has rank at least two; then H C\Z = 1, and Z is
infinite cyclic. Now G /Z is a finite cyclic extension of the free group HZ jZ, since
(GIZ)I(HZIZ) ~ G/HZ ~ (GIH)I(HZIH) is a finite cyclic group. Moreover,
any finite subgroup of G jZ intersects HZ \Z trivially and must therefore be cyclic.
By Theorem 1 and the lemma, G jZ has a presentation with generators tu •••, tn, •••,
a{, • • • and defining relations

(6)

(7)

( 8 ) •••,t

where yb ajk, are positive integers,

* * *s

" * *9

X
ap

m

aV =

ay=
1,"

a?'

To obtain a presentation for G, we select pre-images ux,---,un in G of tu •••, tn

in G jZ; moreover, let z be a generator of Z. Since G is torsion-free, it follows that
the pre-image of a finite cyclic vertex gp(at) is an infinite cyclic group Bt. Choose
a generator bt of Bt so that z = bf where J/( is positive. Clearly, G is generated by
M !,-••, un, ••-, b t, •••. To obtain a simple set of defining relations for G, we first present
G jZ on the images of these generators for G. This is obtained from the presentation
with defining relations (6), (7), (8) by applying Tietze transformations which
define a generator bt in G jZ as a?'1 and then solving for at = b\' where 5$ = 1
(mod yi). The resulting presentation for G /Z is

V l > " • > 'n> " • > " i > • " >

(9) -,bV=h-

Now the relations (11) may be replaced by

(12) -,tmb?t-x = b
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where em | yp and yp /sm = yq /(yq, <jm). Hence G has a presentation on the generators

«!, ••-,«„, •••,&,-, ••-,z with denning relations

(13) -,bj' = zv',-

(14) -,byd = bfkidk)zr'\-

(15) •~,umbP"'um
l = b°q

mz9m,-

(16) - , [ 6 , , z ] = l , . . .

(17) - , [ > m , z ] = l , -

for suitable integers v;, T,t, and 9m.

Using the fact that z = 6?' and that b{ has order y, in G/Z, it follows that
y;|>7;, and therefore z = {z"{filyi, so that vf = 1. Thus (13) becomes

(18) -,b}' = z,~-

and (16) can be eliminated.

We now simplify the relations of (14) by determining rJk. From (14) we obtain
the following:

b j j = ( l y . J < J ) ( y j / l ) = ^ k j i y l j z j y j l j _ 2 j i ( T

Thus r ^ / a ^ = <57- - <5t = TJkyklakj. Hence

Thus by using (18), we can replace (14) by

( 1 9 ) - , f o 5 > 1 * ' = fc^1"*',-.

We next show in fact that the relations

(20) ...,byk = bl"\-

are derivable from (18) and (19). Since (<5;, ys l<xJk) = 1 it follows that

1 = xdj + y(yjlctjk) = xdj + y(ykl<xkJ)

for some integers x, y. From (18) we obtain b)J = bk
k. Hence,

J J fc ft *

Consequently (20) is equivalent to (19) in the face of (18).
We may also simplify the relations of (15) by determining Qm. Now

z = by/ = (umbe
p
mu-iyy-/e-)= bYt'"»zemr'"m
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Therefore

Thus
U"m 6m _ .ffm + y_9 m _ L(y,,<rm)

Hence (15) can be replaced by

(21) -,uj>>m =bl?*~\-.

Let e'm = (y,,ffm)- Clearly (17) is derivable from (21) because

M z u " 1 = M b ^ u " 1 = (u btmu~1yplCm = (bemY~/Cm = by = z

Thus G has presentation

< u 1 , - , u n , - , h j ) - ) z ; ...,67' = z , - ,&;"• = ^ - ,

with yj- /aJfc = yk lakJ. Hence G can be presented by

/u . . . it . . . h •••• . . . htZj'r — hXkJ . . . t h£mt~i — he'm \

Consequently, G is an HNN group with base a tree product of infinite cyclic
groups and associated subgroups contained in the vertices of the base.

The following corollary is not difficult to prove:

COROLLARY: Let G be af.g.group with non-trivial centre. Then G is a tree
product of infinite cyclic groups if and only if the following three conditions
are satisfied: (i) G has an infinite cyclic center Z; (ii) G is an infinite cyclic ex-
tension of af.g.free group; and (iii) G'Z is of f.i. in G, where G' is the commu-
tator subgroup of G.
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